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Marine is a French corporate lawyer, with a particular expertise in mergers and
acquisitions, general corporate law and private equity, advising companies or
investment funds on both listed and unlisted targets.
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Advising the Swiss fund Profond Finanzgesellschaft AG in the context of the project to sell the “Moulins de Fruges”, a French
company that owns six wind farms in northern France.
Advising Schlemmer, a global technology expert specialising in the development and production of highly specific plastic and metal
solutions, on the sale of its French subsidiary, Schlemmer Industry & Building (SIB) to Galiena Capital, a private equity firm based in
France.
Advising France Air Group, a leader for handling and diffusion of indoor air, which has entered into an agreement for the acquisition
of SIG plc’s Air Handling Division (the SIG Air Handling Division).
Advising the Management of Circet in the frame of the acquisition of the Circet Group by Advent International.
Advising Sodexo for the acquisition of the Crèches de France.
Advising Adobe for the acquisition of Allegorithmic.

Professional Qualifications
Avocat admitted to the Paris Bar, 2018
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Prior Experience
Prior to DLA Piper, Marine worked, in France and abroad, in several French and international law firms as well as listed
companies.

Education
Grenoble Ecole de Management, Programme Grande Ecole, 2016
Bentley University, Boston, 2016
Université Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne, Master 2 Professionnel, Opérations et fiscalité internationales des sociétés, 2014
Lycée du Parc, Lyon, Classe préparatoire HEC, 2012

NEWS
DLA Piper advises private equity firm Symphony Technology Group on acquisition of Sciforma
15 April 2021
DLA Piper has advised Symphony Technology Group on the acquisition of Sciforma, one of the largest providers of Portfolio & Project
Management software.
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